Automation of highways and in particular platooning of vehicles raises a number of control issues. In the design proposed in [l] these issues are addressed by a hierarchical structure consisting of both discrete event and continuous time controllers. The work presented here is an attempt at constructing a consistent interface between these two types of controllers. The design proposed is a finite state machine that communicates with the discrete controllers through discrete commands and flags and with the continuous controllers by issuing commands that et translated to inputs for the vehicle actuators. $he operation of the proposed design is tested using COSPAN.
Introduction
The work presented here was carried out with the particular Intelligent Vehicle Highway System (IVHS) structure of [l, 2, 3 in mind.
hi hway is organized in platoons of tightly spaced veficles. This is done in an attempt to maximize the capacit and the throughput of the highway, while avoiin exposing the passengers to additional risk. T%eoretical studies indicate that the capacit increase if such a scheme is implemented success&lly will be substantial. Moreover, this will be done without a ne ative impact on passen er safety as, by havin afl the vehicles inside a Jatoon follow each ot%er with a small intra-platoon separation (about 1 meter), then, if there is a failure and an im act is unavoidable, the relative speed of the vehicres involved will be small (hence the damage will be minimized). The inter-platoon separation, on the other hand, is large (on the order of 30 meters) to physically isolate the platoons from each other, so that the probability of a collision is minimized and decelerations are attenuated as they propagate down the highway.
The control of such a lar e scale system poses a formidable problem. %he control structure suggested in coordinates the operation of whole sections (links) of the highway. Its primary concern is to maximize throughput while maintaining safe conditions of operation. With these criteria in mind, it calculates an optimum platoon size and an optimum velocity for each hi hway section. It also decides which paths the vekcles should follow to get to their destinations as fast as possible. Finally, it monitors incidents on the highway and diverts traffic away from them. The link layer treats the vehicles in a section statistically rather than considering the state of individual vehicles or platoons. Likewise the commands it issues are not addressed to individual vehicles but rather to all the vehicles in the section as a whole; a typical command would be "30% of the vehicles who wish to get off the highway at the next exit change lane now".
The next level of the hierarchy below the link layer is the coordination la er. Its task is to coordinate the operation of pLtoons with their neighbors. It receives the link layer commands and translates them to specific maneuvers that the platoons need to carry out. For example, given a command like "30% of the vehicles oin to the next exit change lane now", it will Secife which vehicles will be in this 30% and split the platoons accordingly. The current design uses protocols, in the form of finite state machines, to organize the maneuvers in a systematic way.
Below the coordination la er in the control hierarchy lies the regulation Kayer. Its task is to receive the coordination layer commands and translate them to throttle, steerin and braking input for the actuators on the vehige. For this ur ose it utilizes a number of continuous time keckack control laws. The regulation layer also needs to communicate with the coordination layer to inform it of the outcome of the maneuvers.
There is one more layer in the system which is not part of the control architecture. It is the physical layer, i.e. the actual vehicle. For the purposes of the control design it is modeled as a set of differential equations and transfer functions that translate the actuator inputs to the state of the vehicle position, velocity and acceleration).
The physica I layer also includes the sensors that provide sampled information about the state.
Extensive work on both the coordination and re ulation layers has already been done (e.g. [4, 5 , 8, 7, $1). However, between these two areas of development, there is still a ap: the continuous time control laws are unabk to directly interpret the commands of the coordination layer and introduce them in their actuator input calculations. Similarly, the coordination la er needs some way of interpreting the sensor rea&ngs and the state of the continuous time controllers. We seek to fill this gap by providing an interface that allows this communication to take place. This paper is arranged in two main parts. In the first part, the framework into which our design fits is outlined. The assumptions we make about the overall system are presented and the tasks that the desi n will be expected to perform are specified in fetail. In the second part, the details of the proposed desi n are given and it is verified that the required tasts are indeed performed. In the closing section of the report directions for extensions of this work are outlined.
Design Assumptions & Requirements
The interface structure and its interactions with the surrounding controllers are outlined in Figure 2 . The "interface" lies in the center of the regulation layer. It communicates with the coordination layer through two channels, one for receiving requests and one for sending out responses. The interaction is facilitated by the presence of two buffers that can be used to store the commands and responses. The interface also has to interact with the continuous time controllers. Note that the re ulation layer contains a number of different contrc! algorithms each designed to carry out a specific task. Finally, the interface has to interact with the physical layer through the sensory information. In this section of the paper we will lay out the assumptions we make and the specifications we set for all these interactions.
Interaction with Coordination Layer
Our primary goal here is a design that will allow the coordination and regulation layers to operate asynchronously. This is achieved by the use of the reg-response and reg-request communication lines and the command and flag buffers. The coordination layer decides what maneuver needs to be carried out and stores the appropriate command in the command buffer. It then notifies the regulation layer throu h the reg-request line. Whenever the regulation fayer is ready the interface reads the command from the command buffer and invokes the appro riate control law to carry out the maneuver. Wgen the maneuver is completed, the interface stores a fla that signifies success in the flag buffer and notiaes the coordination layer through the reg-response line. If the maneuver was aborted (because it was unsafe to proceed with it), the fla signifying failure is stored in the buffer instead. T%e coordination layer then reads the flag from the buffer and takes appropriate action. It is assumed that in an actual implementation of the control scheme, reg-request and reg-response will use actual interrupt lines.
Commands:
The commands stored in the command buffer reflect the maneuvers that a vehicle may be requested to carry out under the platooning scenario. They are AcceLto-Merge that asks the vehicle to join the preceding platoon, DeceLto-Change that asks the vehicle to align with a gap in the next lane so that a lane chan e can take place safely, Move that asks the vehicfe to move from one lane to the other, Split-Free that splits the platoon so that a vehicle can become a free agent (single car platoon) and Split-Change that splits a platoon so that a vehicle in an adjacent lane can change lane in its middle. The first two commands may be issued only when the vehicle is either the leader of a platoon or a free agent. The third may be issued only when it is a free agent. Finally, the last two may be issued only when the vehicle is a follower in a platoon. The interface expects the coordination layer to keep track of these facts. In the fi ures the command names will be abbreviated to ieep the notation simple (e.g. Accel-to-Merge will be denoted by mrg).
Fla s:
For the communication from the interface to t f e coordination layer, two flags are used, Succ that is issued if the requested maneuver was completed and Not-Succ that is issued if the maneuver had to be aborted.
Interaction with Control Laws
Control Law Selection: The interface has at its disposal a number of continuous time control laws which are capable of performing the various maneuvers requested by the coordination layer. All these laws are based on open loop trajectories that are calculated to carry out the maneuver as fast as possible, without pushing the actuators to their limits (thus compromising safety) and without a negative effect on passenger comfort. Feedback from the sensors is then used to keep the actual vehicle trajectory as close as possible to the desired one.
In addition to the maneuver laws, there are also two default laws, one for the leader and one the followers. The primary goal of the lead control law is to maintain safe spacing between platoons. Provided that the primary task is carried out the controller also tries to track the optimum velocity calculated by the link layer. The follower control law, on the other hand, has a single objective: to match the velocity and acceleration of the preceding vehicle in the platoon, while staying close (1 meter) behind it. More details on the design of all of these laws can be found in From the interface point of view, the details of these control laws are irrelevant; we only need to consider their input-output properties. These laws use the sensory information to calculate the engine input over short time intervals. For the current implementation, this interval is taken as 0.1 seconds, a value dictated by PI, (71, [51. the sampling frequency of the sensors. At the end of the interval, the continuous time law returns the control to the interface which checks whether a new reg-request has occurred, whether the current maneuver has completed or not and, if not, whether it is still safe to o ahead with it. Depending on the outcome ofgthese checks the interface then selects another continuous time control law and the process is repeated.
Initialization: Every time a maneuver is requested by the coordination layer, the interface must make sure that the appropriate control law is ready to respond before it invokes it. For this reason, the interface should first carry out some form of initialization.
Safety Checks: Before turnin over the control to the continuous time laws, tfe interface must make sure that the requested action can be carried out safely. For this reason, it performs certain safety checks. The checks should be repeated whenever new sensor data comes in. The details of the safety checks depend on the maneuver in question and the control law implementation.
Interaction with Physical Layer
The "Physical Layer" represents the actual vehicle. For the IVHS scenario considered here, it is assumed that all vehicles will be equipped with communication capabilities, sensors and actuators. The communication capabilities are only used at the coordination layer or higher. The sensors are assumed to operate perfectly (there is no fault detection in our design so far) and provide samples of the states at fixed intervals. For the purpose of simulations, the engine dynamics are ap roximated by a 3'd order continuous time modef
Formal Specification & Verification
An interface that meets all the above specifications was designed in the form of a number of interacting finite state machines (FSM). Details of the design can be found in [9]. In the subsequent discussion five such machines will be presented. INTERFACE will be the central machine; it will carry out all the tasks specified above. It will cooperate with FLAG, a machine that keeps track of the flag that will be passed to the coordination layer, COMMAND, which keeps track of the maneuver requested by the coordination layer, RES, which keeps track of the reg-response communication channel and RE&, which keeps track of the reg-request channel. A sixth machine, CO-ORD will be introduced for the purpose of automatic verification to mimic the behavior of the coordination layer.
Finite State Machine for the Interface
An outline of the FSM structure for the interface is given in Figure 3 . The two modes of operation, leader and follower, are centered about the two Read Command states. In these states the interface checks the command buffer and selects the appropriate maneuver. Transition from leader mode (Read Command 1) to follower mode (Read Command 2) is effected by a successful mer e maneuver. If the maneuver is interrupted (%, a new command or by an abort) the leader mode is reestablished. Transitions in the other direction (from the follower mode to the leader mode) are effected by some form of split maneuver (Split-Free or Split-Change). The difference here is that if the maneuver is interrupted half wa throu h, the lead mode of o eration is establisged. Ckarly, the maneuvers t f a t involve deceleration to allow a lane change and the moving of the vehicle to the adjacent lane do not affect the mode of operation; the vehicle is in leader mode both before and after the maneuver, whatever the outcome. We now present the structure of the finite state machines used for each maneuver.
Leader & Follower:
The leader protocol has a simple structure (Figure 4) . If no request comes in, the interface resorts to the default AICC law. Some initialization takes place and then the jerk to be used as en ine input over the next 0.1 seconds is calculatef Afterwards the interface checks if a maneuver request came in. If yes it returns to Read Command 1 to initiate the requested maneuver. If no, the jerk calculation is resumed (without initialization). reg-response is never issued by this part of the protocol. A similar structure is used or the follower.
Merge, Split & Move:
The protocol for merge is shown in Figure 5 . Whenever the command merge (mrg) is read from the buffer the maneuver is initialized and safety checks are carried out. If there is some problem the maneuver is aborted and the lead control takes over to bring the vehicle to safety. If it is safe to proceed, the continuous time merge control law is invoked to calculate the actuator inputs. After 0.1 seconds, the interface checks for a new re request. If there is one, it goes back to read t k new command. If not it checks if the maneuver is complete and either returns to the safety check to continue or goes into follower mode. A reg-response is issued during the transitions labeled abort and complete. The flag passed is Not-Succ and Succ respectively. Similar protocols are used for Move and Split.
Decelerate for Lane Change This is by far the most complicated maneuver. The reason is mainly that it involves vehicles in two lanes. There are two main loops in the rotocol for this maneuver. One loop is very s i m i k to the merge maneuver protocol and is used durin normal deceleration. The second loop is used wienever the preceding vehicle ends up in a position that may be dangerous if the maneuver continues. In this case the lead controller is used to provide the deceleration.
Finite State Machines for Buffers
A finite state machine architecture was also used for the remaining parts of the design: the flag and command buffers and the two communication channels. The flag buffer is a simple two state machine. It indicates Succ and Not-Succ by being in state S and NS respectively. It transitions to NS whenever a maneuver is aborted, unless this maneuver is a split. It transitions to S whenever a maneuver is completed, or if a split is aborted.
Clearly the state of this machine is only of importance when a reg-response message "awakens" the coordination layer. The command buffer on the other hand is a five state machine. Its state is of importance only when a reg-request message is passed to the re ulation layer. Its states reflect the maneuver &at should be carried out. Its transitions are governed by the output of the coordination layer.
The reg-request machine has two states: R and N R indicating whether there is an incoming request or not. The machine transitions from N R to R whenever the coordination layer output indicates that a new maneuver is needed. It transitions from R to N R whenever the request is read by the interface and the command starts bein serviced. Finally the reg-res onse machine also %as two states indicating whetier the regulation layer has something to tell the coordination layer or not.
Automatic Verification
The design described above was verified automatically using COSPAN [lo] . The machines for the interface, the buffers and the communication channels described in the previous section were translated to code in the Selection Resolution ( S / R ) FSM model used by the role of the coordination layer was used to create the inputs. Monitors were used to verify that our design satisfies the following properties:
1. The interface does not read in two commands without applying at least one interval (0.1 seconds) of control to the physical layer.
2. The interface looks for a new request exactly once in each 0.1 second interval. 3. The flag returned by the interface whenever a split maneuver is requested is always Succ.
4.
The interface carries out exactly one safety check in each 0.1 second interval (except in the cases where the vehicle is a leader or a follower).
COSP 1 N. An additional state machine that plays
Concluding Remarks
The automatic verification described above suggests that the design proposed here will perform well under the assumed conditions. As a further test the interface was implemented in C together with the continuous time control laws described in [8] . It was then introduced in the SmartPath simulation platform [ll]. For the purpose of Smartpath the re -re vest and reg-response interrupts were modeled %y software "events" (in the C-Sim programming language) and parameters commands and flags) were passed via global in this framework by simulatin various scenarios that reflect actual highway coniitions.
The interface presented here was introduced as a way of coupling discrete event and varia b les. The design is currently. being tested continuous time systems. Even though the details are specific toathe problem in hand we believe that our work illustrates a more general aproach to obtainin such a couplin . It should ge noted however &at, despite the fact that the immediate task of achieving communication between the layers was performed there is still no guarantee that the coupled system will operate as required. Unfortunately there is no formal theory at the moment to support the analysis of our system. Moreover automatic verification techniques p.g.
[12] and [lO]h also fall short. We hope that urther work on t is problem will provide useful insight for hybrid systems in general and help us induce a formalism capable of dealing with systems like this. 
